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13. The genealogical tree of human world 

 

The soul and the supreme soul come into the corporeal drama of world 

cycle to play their respective roles. This world cycle is called the cycle of 

time or the eternal drama that takes place on the world stage. Soul, 

supreme soul and world cycle are eternal. 

Religion has a profound effect on the human mind. The word "religious" 
is derived from the original Latin word religio, meaning "way of life". So 
religion is a part of human life from the beginning and religion is a 
culture. Religion, clan, race, language, nationality, culture, and ancestry 
have a great influence on a person's personality, beliefs, outlook, 
attitude, consciousness, and thought. Hence it is necessary to 
understand the original religion and culture of the mankind. It has been 
compared with a tree to elucidate the growth and illustrate development 
of the world. It depicts the history of whole cycle of all eras or ages with 
religiopolitical dynasties in the world. The tree of this human world cycle 
is described in the Shrimad Bhagavad Gita as "Kalpa-Vriksha" or in form 
reverted and wonderful tree, the seed of which is Supreme soul residing 
in supreme abode up above, while their children play role as human 
beings below. The picture of the tree indicates normal tree for 
understanding and divided in four parts of the four ages of the world 
cycle. The "Christmas tree" mentioned in Christianity is similar to this 
tree of human world cycle.  

In the trunk of the human genealogical tree was the deity or angelic 
religion having complete self-sovereignty. Having sovereignty of deities, 
the custom and system were true. They were endowed with all virtues, 
full of 16 celestial degrees arts, complete viceless, full code of conducts, 
and non-violent deity religion, who are worshipped even today. Their 
kingdom was full of happiness, peace, bliss, divine love and power. This 
world is represented in various religions as "Heaven, Swarg, Bahist, 
Paradise, Golden age, Satyug", which was on our earth. Their souls 
have all qualities and powers of Supreme soul.  

Deities or angels enjoy their fruit of actions i.e. use their accumulating 
power. In the Silver age, their qualities are slightly reduced but their 
kingdom remains full of happiness, peace, bliss, divine love and power. 
In both these ages, there are 8 generations of emperors and empresses 
and 100 kings and queens, whose memorial is accepted as rosary of 8 
and 108 in different religion. The tassel on the rosary represents  
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incorporeal Supreme soul while the couple bead represents the 
householder in various religions as Brahma-Saraswati, Adam-Bibi, 
Edam-Eve etc. In both these eras, Bharat meaning whole world was full 
of diamonds and gems without any piece. Bharat was only one continent 
and all the lands were connected in one piece. They have kingdom over 
Bharat meaning whole world and the world was running through 
powerful thoughts having complete balance of silence and science. 

Now cycle of time goes to copper age and the deities or angels become 
body conscious. They become worshippers from worship worthy, the 
shock of which is felt on nature leading to semi-destruction making the 
land of Bharat (world) into seven continents. They commenced 
worshipping incorporeal supreme soul Shiva as form of light. Since 
supreme soul is light coming out of point (Bindu) and He is ocean 
(Sindhu) in qualities, they told the place of residence as Hindustan and 
their religion as Hindu, because they lost divinity. Now the founders of 
various religions established four main religions as Islam (Jews family of 
religion), Buddhism, Christianity and Renunciation (Sanyas) as indicated 
in form of main branches in the tree. Meanwhile Hindus started 
worshipping various deities too along with Shiva. The fragmentation of 
Bharat naturally gives rise to different kingdoms, languages, cultures, 
dynasties, mutual strife, disunity, divisions etc. 

As the cycle of time progresses, Iron Age commences. Here all religion 
at their lowest level which is divided into many sects, paths, etc. 
represented in branches and twigs in the tree. There are currently more 
than 4,300 such religions. Religion and people become diabolic, leading 
to misery, uproar, time of wickedness and irreligion. In human society, 
differences arise in language, views, politics, faith, castes, race, state, 
country, etc., leading human being fight like demon.  

Such a world will not last forever and evil will end. The work of 
establishing peace in the world cannot be done by any human being, 
only Almighty Supreme being can do it. At such a time the incorporeal 
Supreme soul Shiva (benefactor) incarnates in body of an ordinary 
person, gives revelation of establishment and destruction, and names 
him Prajapita Brahma, who is depicted in various religions as Adidev or 
Adam or Edam. Supreme Almighty imparts His spiritual knowledge and 
teachings of Rajyoga by taking support of human body for becoming 
complete viceless and supremely pure, by which human beings 
transforms into deity or angel again. Thus supreme soul is the seed of 
the transformation of the human world which transforms this old world to 
new i.e. paradise, and the world become old iron aged by itself again, 
which is depicted as a human genealogical tree. 
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Let us practise Rajyoga meditation. We are the light form soul and 

children of supreme soul. Our supreme father, supreme soul is also a 

form of light, lovingly known as Baba i.e. Father, resides in the supreme 

abode, possesses all divine qualities and performs divine deeds with his 

powers. As His children, we are Master Ocean of His knowledge, 

powers and qualities. We are full of peace, power and purity in our sweet 

silence home.  

We came as pure souls and assume the body of a deity or angel to play 

our role in the golden age and the silver age depicted in the trunks of the 

genealogical tree. We lose the power of our divinity by enjoying 

immense happiness and enter in body consciousness at the beginning 

of the Copper Age. Due to our body consciousness, nature shocked and 

semi destruction takes place, in which a lot of wealth is destroyed 

fragmenting Bharat (world full of diamonds) into seven continents but we 

do not suffer any bodily damage. We seek supreme soul because of 

body consciousness. So we started worshiping oval shape light in the 

form of point of light which is known as Shiva meaning benefactor and 

He is the ocean of knowledge, power and virtues. By worshiping the 

supreme soul as point of light (Bindu) and he is Ocean (Sindhu), we 

believed our place of residence as Hindustan and our religion as Hindu. 

In this age, the founders of the four major religions, Islam, Buddhism, 

Christianity and Asceticism (sanyas) have established their religions 

which are depicted as branches of the human genealogical tree and the 

souls of their religions descended from supreme abode increasing the 

human population.  

The cycle of time goes on and the Iron Age comes, leading to different 

sects, paths etc. in each religion. As the human population increases, 

human souls become miserable and wicked, and cry out to the Almighty, 

purifier and liberator father to save themselves. Therefore He brings 

about the revelation of destruction as well as the establishment of a new 

world and incarnates in common and old human body.  

Supreme soul with His knowledge, powers and qualities makes our 

souls from human beings to deities or angles based on our efforts per 

His elevated directions (Shrimat). Again after the great transformation 

through nuclear war, civil war and natural calamities the souls go to their 

home supreme abode and few human souls enter the new golden age 

as deities or angels depending on their efforts based on His elevated 
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directions. In this way we souls play our respective roles in world cycle 

as depicted in the human genealogical tree.  


